Confluence Of InsurTech, LawTech And PropTech
September 24 6pm ‑ 8.30 pm London
#InsurTech #InsTechLondon #PropTech #LawTech @InsTech_London @DASLegalUK @DWF_Law
InsTech Welcome, Housekeeping and Introductions
A word from sponsors: James Henderson, Managing Director, DAS; and Jonathan Patterson, Managing Director and Head of Development, DWF Ventures
Introduction to the ecosystem by Jimmy Vestbirk, Legal Geek
Orbital
Witness

Edmond Boulle
Co‑Founder

Orbital Witness delivers data‑driven identification of legal risk in property transactions and provides a new
perspective for legal due diligence in real estate by offering historic site analysis with archives of high‑res
satellite imagery, simplified access and interpretation of key data sources, and automated reporting.

@orbitalwitness
www.orbitalwitness.com

Thirdfort

Jack Bidgood
Olly Thornton‑
Berry

Thirdfort are using digital escrow and ID technology to streamline the property buying process and protect
it from fraud. They are truly at the intersection of LawTech, FinTech and PropTech.

@Thirdfort
www.thirdfort.com

Leverton.ai

James Boreham
Sales Manager

LEVERTON provides deep insights from unstructured data found in corporate and legal documents in over
30 languages. Trusted by over 100 leading companies to create value through structured data with its
AI‑powered, deep learning, data extraction platform. Better Data. Smarter Decisions.

@leverton
www.leverton.ai

CourtQuant

Ludwig Bull
Legal AI

CourtQuant is a Legal AI startup specialising in legal decision predictions. Our systems are based on state of
the art AI and can predict the outcomes of litigation with accuracy reaching 90%, even in the most complex
legal areas. We also help companies choose the best lawyer and the Court for the success of the case.

www.linkedin.com/com
pany/courtquant/
www.courtquant.com

Signaturit

Juan Zamora
CEO

Signaturit is a trust service provider that offers innovative solutions in the field of electronic signatures
(eSignatures), certified registered delivery (eDelivery) and electronic identification (eID). All of them are in
accordance with Regulation (EU) No. 910/2014 (eIDAS), as well as with the US laws E‑SIGN and UETA Acts.

@signaturit
www.signaturit.com

Shepherd

Will Brocklebank
CEO

Shepherd provides risk analytics for property management and insurance. Using Shepherd’s platform,
insurers gain a deeper understanding of risk, allowing them to tailor policies to client needs and to offer
new products and services around distressed or previously unattractive risks.

@shepherdnet
www.shepherd.fm

Paycasso

Russell King
CEO

Paycasso has a leading role in the ‘e‑Identity’ and ‘e‑Authenticity’ industry, delivering cutting edge global
consumer identification solutions that mitigate the risks associated with money laundering and
impersonation fraud, supporting a primary control function requirement, regulatory compliance.

@Paycasso
www.paycasso.com

Eigen
Technologies

Dr Lewis Z. Liu
CEO

Eigen Technologies help individuals and organizations make the right decisions by unlocking the value of
their qualitative data. Our simple, flexible NLP technology accurately extracts information from diverse
types of documents at scale and can be integrated into our clients’ workflows. We use state‑of‑the‑art ML
algorithms to recognize patterns in text and give accurate answers to unique questions.

@Eigen_Tech
www.eigentech.com

